About Us
In the simplest of terms The Jonathan House
Ministries purpose and passion is discipleship.
What sets us apart is our approach and effectiveness. When it comes to discipleship it’s
not a “one size fits all” but rather, a lifelong
process that is unique and specific to each individual. We believe discipleship should be
more than solid biblical teaching. True discipleship should extend far beyond the realm of
biblical truth and into the area of equipping
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the saints for the work of the ministry
(Ephesians 4:12). For a man to live a Godly
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life and never engage his destiny would be a

Where the Captives Go to be Set FREE

tragic misuse of the blood of Calvary.
The heartbeat of The Jonathan House Minis-
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tries lies in awakening destiny in the hearts of
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men and women. Through deliverance, inner
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healing, counseling, mentoring, and disciple-
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ship, The Jonathan House Ministries is helping equip an army that is confident, and well
equipped for the battle that rages today. The
Jonathan House is committed to change the
spiritual climate of America through changing
the lives of people one individual at a time.

Equipping the Captives to
Become Warriors

Vision:

free the individual from bondage, oppression,

curses, unforgiveness, occultic objects and a

The vision and mission of The Jonathan House
Ministries is to set the standard and be a leader
in the areas of individual freedom and restoration, corporate purity, and national transformation.

and generational/ bloodline curses. For over ten

host of other things can affect the health of a

years of ministry, we have developed an exten-

business. The Business Cleansing and Consul-

sive questionnaire that aids in identifying poten-

tation consists of several meetings with the

tial entry points where the devil may have gained

business owner, personal ministry with the

What We Do

a foothold in your life.

business owner, and an onsite visit to the business which includes spiritual cleansing of the



Personal and Corporate Equipping

Property and Residential Cleansing:



Personal Ministry (Deliverance, Healing,
and Inner Healing)

Over the years we have heard many stories of



Property and Residential Cleansing

place at people’s homes, and from this we have

Many churches see the need for a healing and



Business Cleansing and Consultation

had many requests to come and pray over peo-

deliverance ministry within their church but are



Church Consultation and Equipping

ple’s property and home. During the property

overwhelmed and many times a bit frightful of

and residential cleansing we walk the property

this ministry. Our Church Consultation and



Teaching (Conferences and Seminars)

grounds, anoint and pray over boundary markers,

Equipping ministry will work with pastors and

pray over all out buildings, and pray through the

church leaders to help them gain a firm under-

entire residence. We will also deal with any

standing of the healing and deliverance minis-

spiritual issues that were identified through the

try as well as help them establish a fruitful and

Property and Residential Cleansing Question-

balanced healing and deliverance ministry

naire.

within their church.

Resources Available

“odd” or “peculiar” things which have taken

business.

Church Consultation and Equipping:



Trust Me, Child (Book)



Food From the King’s Table (Book)



God’s Flower Garden (Book)



DVD Teaching Series

Business Cleansing and Consultation:

Teaching:



Study Books

Through our Business Cleansing and Consulta-

We are available to minister on a wide variety

tion we help business owners identify potential

of topics at conferences, and seminars. Our

footholds the devil may have through a variety

teachers and presenters have many years of ex-

of business activities that have taken place.

perience bringing forth the Word of God in a

Things such as dishonest accounting, word

clear and effective way.

Personal Ministry:
Our personal ministry sessions are designed to

